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1. Describe a situation where you noticed yourself
having a strong emotional response. Who or what
was involved?

2. Do you recall how it felt in your body? (hands
clenched, pit in stomach, felt hot etc)

3. What did you do or think at that moment, in
behavior and thought? Think of any small detail,
even if you initially answer 'nothing'
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1. How did your parents or caregivers respond when
you were upset, or scared? How about when you were
excited or happy?

2. Even great parents can't be present to witness
EVERY child experience. Was there ever a time at
school, on a playground or with friends that you
experienced something scary, sad or confusing and
an adult wasn't around to witness it and respond?
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1. As you were growing up, what patterns of behavior
stand out to you?

2. Is there a 'type' of person you are drawn too? Do
you see a pattern? What sort of relationship qualities
do feel the most relaxed and comfortable around?

3. Describe how you feel inside your body and mind
most of the time - use any words you want to describe
it (tight, pressured, sleepy, anxious, buzzy etc)
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1. Are there any behaviors that are becoming
problematic or no longer helping you, that may be
getting reinforced by a dopamine reward? Remember,
reward can come in the form of 'relief' or 'stimulus' too.

2. What strategies do you notice yourself using to
relax? get pumped up? to get your courage up? or to
shut your thinking brain 'off'?
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3. Describe how some of these strategies may be
taking their toll on your health, your relationships or
your work goals.

Bonus question:
4. Is your life diverse enough? Can you think of a few
additional healthy strategies that you could add to
your list in question #2?
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Emotional Regulation
The first step of emotional Intelligence is about
increasing awareness and becoming emotionally
_________________.
And self-regulation is about having emotional
_____________ within a range that surrounds a
________________ center.
There is nothing wrong with feelings of anxiety or
sadness. But it’s often the _____________, the
_________________ or ___________ we stay in that emotional
experience that can become problematic

Right & Left Hemispheres
The hemisphere that develops first in children is the
____________ hemisphere
This is why children’s brains under the age of 7-8 have a
lot of creativity and _________________ but are not able to
discern between _______ and fiction, or problem solve
well.

When the Thinking brain is fully engaged, the Feeling
brain ____________, and when the Feeling brain is fully
engaged, the we can’t problem- solve well or fully use
our ___________
One of the keys to self-regulation is learning to
_____________ our Feeling brain before it escalates, so
that the Thinking brain can _________________ and make
better choices.

Conscious, Subconscious &
Unconscious Brain states
The brain state that we’re aware of and that only
represents about 5-15% of our brains functioning is
the ________________ brain.
The subconscious brain is great for quick recall of
______ and recent memory.
Habits or conditioned responses are created
because the brain likes to be energy- _____________

Much of the UNconscious brain is used for long-term
storage of _________________, uninterrupted patterns that
have become __________________, and self-perpetuating
feedback loops. This is helpful for general body operation.
But can be unhelpful with undesired thought patterns.
The SUBconscious brain refers back to traces of previous
________________________ stored in the _____________________
brain. That way it can try to predict an outcome and direct
us to make the same choice as before, which is…… much
more energy- __________________

Brain Efficiency
We all love routines that are ______________ because they
are highly energy-efficient for the brain.
Conflict to the brain anything that is _________________ or
does not match what the brain is ________________ or
used to.
Once the brain has a pattern that is repeated enough
times, it gets stored in the _________________ brain to run
automatically.

The brains love of familiarity is a both a blessing and
an obstacle: for some things, we love the ease and
comfort of routine and familiarity. But it also makes
it a challenge to ________________________ the behaviors
we don’t want any more.
The best way to start working with the brains natural
resistance to change, is to ____________ down and
become more aware of your patterns
However, with commitment and ________________,
changes in the brain also become energy
_______________.

Brainwave Speeds
Brain neurons talk to each at different brainwaves
speeds called _____________________
Babies sleep a lot because they are primarily in
____________ frequency
Children 2-8 operate in Theta frequency, which is
why they are so _______________ and have a lot of
___________________

The frequency where we can use both our intellect and
imagination is called ____________ frequency. At this
speed, our brains can solve _________________, make
sound decisions, while ALSO accessing _______________.
Complex thought, _______________ and high anxiety are
often seen in high range __________ frequency. At this
high-end brain speed, we can’t access creativity or
imagination like we can in the slower Alpha frequency.

Brain Conflict
______________ is any information coming in through
our senses that is different than what we already
have ‘pre-registered’ in our memory as 'normal’ and
familiar. In other words, something different is
happening, different than what my brain expected.
This mental form of conflict is called ________________
_________________ . And it can be highly
uncomfortable.
Processing conflict, or ‘difference’ is energy________________.

Pain Avoidance & Pleasure Seeking
It's ________________ to avoid some sort of emotional
or physiological discomfort in life as a human being
So our best bet at navigating it with the least amount
of additional ________________ is to train our brains
and bodies to be able to work with both pleasure
and pain in _____________ ways, without routinely
________________ in either.
Not only does this decrease the ________________ of
our emotional response activation, but it makes the
times when pleasure is absent, more
__________________.

Negativity Bias
Our brains are like "__________" for the Good and
"_____________" for the Bad.
Although this primitive default system IS a quicker way to
learn, it makes us vulnerable to ____________, stress and
chronic _________________

Fortunately, this is one brain characteristic that can be
consciously ________________. And with time and practice,
you can change your brain into one that more
frequently notices the _______________ aspects of your life

Neuroplasticity
Neuroplasticity is the ability for the brain to ____________
itself, the ability to form new ______________ and pathways,
compensate for injuries and ____________ its response to
new situations and environments.
Our ability to change our brains all throughout our life is
called self-directed ________________________
The feature of frequently used brain cell pathways that
allows signals to travel faster and more efficiently is called
_________________________

Six Brain Areas we can Influence

How to Influence the "Workroom"
the cerebral cortex
Present ______________ and Conscious _____________
Mindfulness and ____________ Practice

How to Influence the "Conflict Manager"
the anterior cerebral cortex (ACC)
Practice _______________________ to emotional activation.
Use it or Lose it means that the fewer new and
uncomfortable experiences that you have, the
_______________ you are making the part of your brain that
is able to handle upset or _____________ when it does come.
Practice doesn’t need to be ______________ to be effective

How to Influence the "Filter"
The reticular activating system
Tell your brain what’s ________________ to you
Whether you’re actually doing something or simply
thinking about doing something, your brain will process it
and respond _____________________.
Pay attention to what you ___________ about.
Work it in reverse by visualizing a _______________ end-goal.
One based on a ________________ and helpful belief that
moves you towards it.
"Manifestation" requires taking __________ to reinforce the
new pattern

How to Influence the "Coordinator/Label-Maker"
the amygdala
Pay attention to the ____________ or the interpretation we
assign to an experience

We can positively influence our threshold for emotional
response activation by _______________ down and allowing
more time for our Intellect to offer up choices to be
considered.
Not responding to emotional activation is also called
_________________________

How to influence the "Packing & Shipping Center"
the hippocampus
There is no evidence of direct influence. But by managing
____________ more effectively and self-regulating our
___________________ system, we COULD possibly minimize the
hippocampus shrinkage that is seen with poor stress
management.
And intentionally practicing _________________ and ____________
thinking, we COULD positively increase its activity and therefor
impact its growth..

How to Influence the "Expressway to Calm"
the vagus nerve

Deep, _______________ breathing.
Social or __________________ involvement and positive
relationships activate the calming chemicals of the
____________________ more frequently.
Increasing body ________________ can help to physically
process any blocked or ‘held’ emotional cycles, so that
someone who has experienced a traumatic event can
begin to complete the __________________ physiological
process.

